ABSTRACT. For both ordinary convergence and 21-summability explicit sufficient conditions on a matrix have long been known that ensure that the summability method is strictly stronger than the identity map The main results herein show that a matrix that satisfies those conditions can be included by another matrix only if the other matrix satisfies those same conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY
Let x denote a complex number sequence {xk}k__1 and A denote an infinite matrix [ok] with complex entries; then Ax is the transformed sequence whose n-th term is given by (Ax)n , cxk. There is previous work giving explicit conditions on .,4 to imply that c. 4 [2] or [5] ( 2 4) Then use (2. 3) to choose a subsequence of those pairs < v" (m), n" (m) > such that max la.,,()l < 2-" for all m. ( 2 6) we also use the assumption that the rows of B tend to zero (from ST(ii)) t9 choose < v(m), (rn Replacing { k(i) with yet another of its subsequences { k(p) } we can get E la",(n) < t, for each p, (
where Next we construct an increasing sequence {z,,(m)} of row indices and a further subsequence (m)} of {k(p)} to define the sequence z that we seek First, take u( 1) 0; then use (3 6) to choose (1) 
